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4 Basic safety instructions

2 Basic safety instructions

2.1 Obligations and liability

Dangers when operating the implement:

Jelly economy

Guarantee and liability:

2.2 Safety symbols

2.2.1 General danger symbol

2.2.2 Attention symbol

2.2.3 Hint symbol

2.3 Intended use

Jelly economy
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2.4 Improper use

2.5 Informing safety measures

2.6 Training the personnel

2.7 Safety measures during normal

operation

2.8 Danger by electric energy

2.9 Danger from residual energy

2.10 Cleaning, maintenance, repair and

remedy of faults

2.11 Modifications
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2.12 Cleaning and disposing
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3 Description of the implement

3.1 Implement diagram
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3.2 Functional description

87°C
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2.8 bar



10 Description of the implement

3.3 Identification of the machine

3.4 Technical data
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3.5 Technical features

The implement Jelly economy:

Within the scope of supply:
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4 Putting into operation

The implement is exclusively suited for

operation with alternating current (230 V

/ 50 Hz). Never try to use other sources

of current. Ensure that the voltage of the

implement and your supply voltage are

the same.

Any work on the electric supply may

only be carried out by a skilled

electrician. Check the electric equipment

of your implement at regular intervals.

Immediately remove loose connections

and scorched cables.

4.1 Operation

Only operate the implement with all

guards fully functioning. Check the

implement for externally noticeable

damage at least once a day.

Never leave your implement unattended

when the implement is connected to the

power supply.

When operating the implement it is

imperative to observe the instructions

regarding the

intended use

training of personnel.

Do not drag the implement by using the

power supply cable or the agent-hose.

Protect the spray gun during spraying

pauses against unintentional spraying

by turning the locking device (1).
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4.2 Agent-hose

The agent-hose is a special hose for heating and

consists of the following components:

Silicone for the fruit acid containing product.

Silicone textile casing for stability.

Resistance wires for heating.

Protect the agent-hose against damage

from sharp-edged objects. Danger of

injury from discharging hot agent.

In case of damage always exchange the

entire agent-hose.

The agent hose may never be:

shortened,

patched

or manipulated.

Changes on the agent-hose will cause a

total failure of function.
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4.3 Connect the one-way jelly

container BIB

To avoid malfunction ensure that the

jelly is cold, liquid, lump free and free

from foreign particles.

To unlock, push down the socket's

push-knob (10) at the suction-hose.

When the coupling plug is separated, a

return valve integrated in the socket (8)

and in the plug (9) prevents on outflow

of jelly.
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4.4 Switching the implement on/off

Switching on

The compressor starts running and

provides the factory set spraying

pressure of 2.8 bar. The agent-feed-

pump sucks jelly out off the jelly

container and provides the flow-heater

and agent-hose with jelly.

The flow-heater and the agent-hose heat

the jelly up to the prior set processing

temperature.

The implement is ready for operation, if

the red temperature-control light (3)

goes out.

If the implement is cold, the heating

period will last approx. 5 to 8 minutes.

Ensure that there is always agent in the

flow-heater when the implement is

switched on. When the jelly container is

empty, no material flows. This would

cause a running dry of the agent-feed-

pump and agent burning inside the flow-

heater. The running dry damages the

agent-feed-pump.

Switching off

After the implement has been switched

off, the green control light (2) goes out.
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4.5 Exchanging the agent-nozzle

Exchanging the agent-nozzle
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4.6 The spraying procedure

Always accurately aim the spraying

operation onto the bakery products.

Never aim at people or animals.

Spraying the product:

Interrupting the spraying procedure:

If you interrupt the spraying procedure it

may happen that the liquid jelly already

jellies inside the spraying nozzle. Before

you continue to spray the products, hold

the spray gun into a container and

briefly actuate the trigger lever.
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4.7 Pauses and operational breaks

Switch off the implement if the

operational break will be more than 1/4

hour.

After switching off, the flow-heater

provides a residual heat for some hours.

Thus, after having been started again,

the implement only needs a few minutes

to obtain the pre-set processing

temperature.

Before longer operational interruptions

(more than 3 hours) spray the system

empty,

in order to save the system from

material-burns.

because the jelly will have lost its

ability to jelly after more than 2 - 4

hours of stale.

Immediately switch off the implement

when the system has been emptied.

Material-burns inside the material

channel would be the result when the

system goes on heating without

material.

Damage due to material channel which

have not been flushed (emptied by

spraying) will not be accepted as claims

under guarantee.

Spraying the system empty
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4.8 Restarting after an operational

break

When the red temperature-control light

(3) has gone out the implement is ready

for operation again.

The system had been sprayed empty before the

operational break:

The system had not been sprayed empty before

the operational break:

The operational break lasted less than 3

hours:

The operational break lasted longer than 3

hours:

We recommend this procedure because

the jelly will lose its ability to jelly after 2

- 4 hours of stale.

It the operational breaks will last longer

than 3 hours, this procedure is only

permitted in exceptional cases. If the

system will not be sprayed empty after

such a long operational break, material

burns inside the system may be the

result.
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5 Cleaning, maintenance and

maintaining

Carry out prescribed cleaning and

maintenance work in due time. Prior to

all cleaning and maintenance work:

pull the mains plug out of the socket,

actuate the spray gun and thus

discharge the residual air pressure in

the system,

when disposing condensate, observe

the prescriptions of the water

resources law.

Check the firm seat of screw

connections that have been unscrewed

beforehand. On completion of

maintenance work, check the function of

all safety devices.

To clean the implement, only use:

clear water,

clear water with a maximum water

temperature of 50°C,

a moist sponge or a moist cloth,

never a high pressure cleaning

device.

Clean the agent-hose at regular

intervals.

In case of leaks in the compressed air

system, slightly tighten screw

connections on the spray gun and other

compressed air system components.

These bolted connections may work

loose:

because the system is constantly

moving due to the compressed air

and the agent to be sprayed,

because of improper handling, e.g. if

the spray gun is dropped.

Every operator may check compressed

air supplies and repair leaky

compressed air supplies.

Repair work on the electric supply may

only be executed by a skilled electrician.
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5.1 Cleaning - daily after having

finished the operational

procedure

Stop spraying the system empty as soon

as only a jelly-air-mixture will come out

of the spray gun.

Ensure that the system does not heat

without agent/water. Agent burns inside

the agent channel might be the result.

Flush the system until only clean water

will discharge from the spray gun.
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5.2 Cleaning the agent-nozzle

5.3 Maintenance

5.3.1 Weekly

Check all compressed air connections once a

week:

You will notice leaking compressed air

connections by a hissing noise.

Every operator may check compressed

air supplies and repair leaky

compressed air supplies.
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Check the hinged joint (1) between the spray gun

(2) and the agent-hose (3) at least once a week.

The hinged joint could become bent if

you accidentally drop the spray gun (2).

Immediately replace a bent hinged joint,

as hot jelly can leak from it.

5.3.2 Every 14 days

Drain the condensate resulting from the

pressurising every 14 days:
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5.4 Exchanging the seal kit

The seal kit may only be exchanged

by skilled technical personnel.

when it is not connected to the

electric power supply and not

pressurised.
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5.5 Opening the implement housing

The implement housing may only be

opened

by skilled technical personnel (skilled

electrician).

when it is not connected to the

electric power supply and not

pressurised.

when it is cold.

You need to open the implement

housing before you

remedy leaking compressed air

connections.

activate the safety switch.

exchanging the silencer.

exchanging the pressure switch.

exchanging the agent-hose.

exchanging the agent-feed-pump.

In case of queries, please do not hesitate

to contact our after-sales service.
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5.6 Remedy leaking compressed air

connections

5.7 Activate the safety switch

The safety switch may be activated when

the implement is not connected to the

electric power supply and not

pressurised.
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5.8 Exchanging the silencer

The silencer may be exchanged when

the implement is not connected to the

electric power supply and not

pressurised.

5.9 Exchanging the pressure switch

The pressure switch may be exchanged

when the implement is not connected to

the electric power supply and not

pressurised.
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5.10 Exchanging the agent-hose

The agent-hose may only be exchanged

when it is not connected to the

electric power supply and not

pressurised.

when it is cold.

You may connect the two plug

connectors as desired.
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5.11 Exchanging the agent-feed-pump

The agent-feed-pump may only be

exchanged

when it is not connected to the

electric power supply and not

pressurised.

when it is cold.

Insert

the long hose (4) into the agent-feed-

pump's entry (2) marked with an "IN".

the short hose (3) into the exit (1)

marked with an "OUT".
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5.12 Trouble shooting

Fault Cause Remedy

Temperature does not rise

Spraying pressure drops

repeatedly

No agent flow

Compressor does not turn off or

compressor constantly starts

Spray gun does not shut

Agent-nozzle does not spray

evenly

Spray gun only sprays air
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6 Spare part list

Item Article-No.: Designation Quantity
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Article-No.: Designation Component

1410

1753

1757

1735

1476
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Article-No.: Designation Component

1820

1758

956

1409

970

1655
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Article-No.: Designation Component

963

1584
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7 Circuit diagrams
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8 Guarantee

We reserve the right to carry out warranty checkings. These warranty checking will be done either in

the factory in Ibbenbüren or at a franchise company which has been authorised by us.
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EC Declaration of Conformity

according to the EC Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC, Annex II, 1.A

Manufacturer:

Person residing within the Community authorised to compile the technical file:

Description and identification of the machinery:

It is expressly declared that the machinery fulfils all relevant provisions of the following EC Directives

and REGULATIONS:

Reference to the harmonised standards used, as referred to in Article 7(2):

Reference to other technical standards and specifications used:


